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Making the world a better place, one road at a time.

QuanixSRS®

There are miles and miles of roads to be repaired, resurfaced and 
built. QuanixSRS® is here for the long-haul and we’re interested in 
working with organizations who share our passion for reducing 
waste. We are committed to making a positive impact on the   
environment, and on communities near and far. 

Contact Us >>

Get Started 
Today

Building roads, runways and 
pathways to connect people 
and places in a sustainable way 
is our passion.

LargeLarge to small-scale, domestic 
or foreign projects, Quanix-SRS® 
has the SmartPave® product      
perfect for your application.

Learn More >>

New Construction

Has your parking lot seen better 
days? A resurface will only be as 
good as the materials used.
 
WhetherWhether you’re doing a partial  
resurface, or need to redo your 
entire lot, QuanixSRS® has the 
right product for your climate.

Learn More >>

Resurfacing

Isn’t it time for road repairs to 
actually LAST? We think so!

No matter your climate zone, 
SmartPave® from QuanixSRS® is 
the answer! With a 50-year 
lifespan, you’ll save time, money, 
and help the enviroment.

Learn More >>Learn More >>

Repairs

What SmartPave® Can Do

We believe that preserving the environment should be a global prior-

ity that is taken seriously. If you agree, you will be happy to know 

that our “cold” installation process will minimize the overall carbon 

footprint we leave behind. 

Additionally, unlike most of our competitors, we manufacture our 

own products so you can be sure that:

• Our products are certified organic and made from virgin, prime

ingredients derived from natural gas, as opposed to petroleum

or wastestream bi-products.

• They have been extensively tested and proven to be non-toxic

and non-hazardous. Runoff water from our surfaces has no

negative impact on vegetation and aquatic life.

• Our impervious system provides an excellent solution for environ-

mental remediation.

• SmartPave• SmartPave® has been recommended by the US Fish & Wildlife as

an appropriate alternative to other paving materials along

hurricane-prone shorelines, including the Gulf of Mexico, as a way

of reducing the negative impact that storm debris can have on

beach-dwelling wildlife.

           

Putting the Environment First

Founded in 2018, we are committed to         
reducing the waste associated with                  
traditional road repair and construction 
methods. Our goal is to change the world’s 
expectations on timeframes, budgets, and 
the lifespan of infrastructure repair and         
development projects. 

OurOur proprietary and environmentally-friendly 
SmartPave® products allow private, public, 
government and military entities to truly          
develop more Sustainable Infrastructure.

Get Started >>

About Us

Get Started >>

QuanixSRS® is the global leader in the development of sustainable road 
surfaces. With a 50-year lifespan, our SmartPave® products reduce 
time and money wasted on repairs, while removing environmentally 
harmful materials found in traditional road surface products.

More Sustainable Road Surfaces
It’s time for

QuanixSRS®


